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The Shabat equation
f $(t)+q2f $(qt)+ f 2(t)&q2f 2(qt)=+, t # R,
where + and q are parameters, is the simplest self-similar reduction of the so-called
dressing chain for constructing and analyzing exactly solvable Schro dinger equa-
tions. It is so relevant to the study of the q-oscillator algebra in quantum
mechanics. The main objective of this paper is to investigate whether the Shabat
equation has a nontrivial global solution f (t) # C1(R) that is normalizable in the
sense that the corresponding potential u(t) :=f 2(t)& f $(t)&+(1&q2) is in the func-
tion space L1(R) and whether in the case +(1&q2)>0 it has a global solution
f (t) # C1(R) that is regular in the sense that f (t)=\- +(1&q2)+O(t&2) and
f $(t)=O(t&3) as t  \.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the Shabat equation
f $(t)+q2f $(qt)+ f 2(t)&q2f (qt)=+, (1.1)
where q and + are parameters. The above equation is called a functional
Riccati equation in [6]. It is derived in Shabat [26] as the simplest
self-similar reduction of the so-called dressing chain [15]
f $n(t)+ f $n+1(t)+ f 2n(t)& f
2
n+1(t)=+n , n=1, 2, ..., (1.2)
where fn and +n , n=1, 2, ..., are unknown functions and parameters,
respectively. If Eq. (1.1) has a continuous differentiable solution f, say, then
the dressing chain (1.2) has the self-similar solution
( fn(t), +n)=(qnf (tnt), q2n+).
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The above has been proved in [6, 2630, 34] and others to be very useful
for formulating and analyzing exactly solvable Schro dinger equations of
the form
& y"(t)+u(t) y(t)=*y(t), t # R,
where u is the potential function and * a parameter. Equation (1.1) is also
relevant to the study of the q-oscillator (q-Heisenberg or q-Weyl) algebra
in quantum mechanics (see, e.g., [3, 23, 31])
AA+&q2A+A=+, (1.3)
where A and A+ are q-analogues of the annihilation and creation
operators, respectively. A well-known pair of operators that satisfy (1.3) is
(see, e.g., [12])
Ay(t)=
y(t)& y(q2t)
(1&q2) t
, A+y(t)=+ty(t).
Spiridonov [30] noted that the pair of operators
A=T&1[ddt+ f (t)], A+=[&ddt+ f (t)] T (1.4)
satisfy (1.3) as well, provided that f is a solution of (1.1) and T is a scaling
operator of the form
Ty(t)=- q y(qt).
The well-known harmonic oscillator corresponds to the case q=1. We also
note that the equation
[ g(t)+e’g(e’t)]$+ g2(t)&e2’g2(e’t)=c(1&e2’),
derived in [32] from a simple model of classical mechanics obeying a
quadratic Poisson Symmetry algebra, can be transformed to (1.1) by
letting g(t)=f (t), q=e’, and +=c(1&e2’)2, where  is Planck’s
constant and ’ and c are parameters.
In this paper, we restrict our study of (1.1) to the case where the
parameters q and + are real, though the case of q and + being complex is
also of interest. Some special cases of (1.1) can be solved explicitly. When
q=1, (1.1) reduces to the trivial equation f $(t)=+2. When q=&1, it can
be seen that if +=0 then every even continuous differentiable function
satisfies the Eq. (1.1) and that the only solution of (1.1) is f (t)=+t2 when
+{0. When q=0, (1.1) is simply the Riccati equation
f $(t)+ f 2(t)=+,
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whose solutions can be found explicitly. The case q # (1, ) _ (&, &1)
can be transformed to the case q # (&1, 0) _ (0, 1). More specifically, (1.1)
is equivalent to the equation
g$(t)+ p2g$( pt)+ g2(t)& p2g2( pt)=&p2+,
where g(t)=&f (t) and p=1q # (&1, 0) _ (0, 1).
In the sequel, we discuss (1.1) for the cases q # (0, 1) and q # (&1, 0)
only. When q # (0, 1) Eq. (1.1) is a neutral functional differential equation
with rescaling (or proportional delay). We shall see later on that (1.1) can
be transformed to a system of two equations of neutral type when
q # (&1, 0).
A function f (t) is called a global solution of (1.1) if f (t) # C1(R) and it
satisfies (1.1) for every t # R. In the aforementioned applications of (1.1),
u(t) :=f 2(t)& f $(t)&+(1&q2)
corresponds to the so-called potential function. According to Degasperis
and Shabat [6], it is important to know whether u(t) # L1(R), even though
it is weaker than the condition
|
R
(1+|t| ) |u(t)| dt<
usually assumed in inverse scattering theory. We call a global solution f (t)
of (1.1) normalizable if u(t) # L1(R).
An interesting observation is that if f (t) is a normalizable solution of
(1.1) then
lim
t  \
f 2(t)=+(1&q2), lim
t  \
f $(t)=0.
Hence, (1.1) has no normalizable solution when +<0. Actually, we shall
conjecture in Section 5 that (1.1) does not even have global solution when
+<0.
When +>0 Eq. (1.1) has two stationary solutions, namely, f (t)#f * and
f (t)#& f *, where
f *=- +(1&q2).
Equation (1.1) has only one stationary solution, namely, f (t)#0, if +=0,
but no stationary solution when +<0. Stationary solutions are nor-
malizable but they are not interesting for they correspond to constant
potential functions and that the corresponding annihilation operators
defined in (1.4) do not have physically acceptable coherent states [29].
3SOLUTIONS OF THE SHABAT EQUATION
In the case +>0, a function f (t) is defined by Degasperis and Shabat
[6] as a regular solution of (1.1) if it is a global solution of (1.1) and it has
the following asymptotic expansions
f (t)=\ f *+O(t&2) and f $(t)=O(t&3) as t  \.
We remark in passing that when q # (1, ) _ (&, &1) and +<0 a
regular solution of (1.1) should be defined as a global solution satisfying
f (t)=f *+O(t&2) and f $(t)=O(t&3) as t  \.
No nontrivial normalizable or regular solution of (1.1) in explicit form
are available so far. In this paper, we try to prove the existence of such
solutions instead. A natural way of doing this is to investigate the initial
value problem of Eq. (1.1), namely, finding continuous differentiable
functions in a neighborhood of the origin that satisfy
f $(t)+q2f $(qt)+ f 2(t)&q2f 2(qt)=+, f (0)= f0 , (1.5)
where f0 # R is the initial value. The following questions arise:
1. Is there a (unique) solution to the initial value problem (1.5)?
2. Is the solution global (provided that it exists)?
3. What is the asymptotic behavior of the global solution as t  \?
4. Is the global solution normalizable?
5. Is the global solution regular in the case +>0?
Shabat stated in [26] that the estimate
0<qf (qt)<#y(#t)< f (t)< y(t), t>0, (1.6)
holds if q # (0, (212&1)12)), +=1&q2, and f0=0, where
#=\1&q
2
1+q2+
12
, y(t)=
et&e&t
et+e&t
.
No proofs were given there. Though (1.6) is a nice comparison result, it
does not provide enough information about the existence of normalizable
or regular solutions. It is obvious that the second inequality in (1.6) does
not hold when q is close to 1, while our numerical experiments indicate
that the third and the last inequalities hold for every q # (0, 1). Skorik and
Spiridonov [27] proved by using Taylor series that there exists a unique
analytic solution to the initial value problem (1.5) in a neighborhood of the
origin when q and + are complex and |q|<1. They also discussed the case
|q|=1. Degasperis and Shabat [6] also used Taylor series to discuss the
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existence of analytic solution. Adler [2] constructed rational solutions of
the equation
f $(t)+q2f $(qt)+ f 2(t)&q2f 2(qt)=1&q2
for the following initial values,
f0=
qk+12+qk&12
1&q
, k=0, 1, 2, ...,
where q # (0, 1). These rational solutions are not global for they have
singularities at some point in R.
The main results of this paper are summarized in the following two
theorems.
Theorem 1. The initial value problem (1.5) has a unique solution in a
neighborhood of the origin and
1. the solution is regular if
q # (0, 1), +>0, | f0 |<
(1&4q2&7q4) f *
1+q4
or
q # (&3&12, 0), +>0, | f0 |<
[2(1&3q2)2 (1+q2)2&(1+q4)2]12 f *
1+q4
;
2. the solution is not global if
+>0, |q|<2&12, | f0 |> f *
or
+=0, |q|<2&12, f0 {0
or
+<0, |q|<2&12.
Theorem 2. When +>0 any global solution f (t) of (1.1) that satisfies
f (t)  \ f * as t  \ is a regular solution.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses some related
topics, including q-difference equations, functional differential equations
and Dirichlet series. In Section 3 and Section 4 we give detailed study of
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Eq. (1.1) and its initial value problem (1.5) for the cases q # (0, 1) and
q # (&1, 0), respectively. Section 5 presents some conjectures on the initial
value problem (1.5) when the parameters q, + and f0 are not in the regions
covered by Theorem 1. These conjectures are supported by extensive
numerical experiment.
2. PRELIMINARY
Some notations used in this section are as follows. For a square matrix
D, _(D) denotes its spectrum, \(D) its spectral radius, :[D] the maximal
real part of its eigenvalues (spectral abscissa) and &D& denotes the matrix
norm induced by a vector norm, likewise denoted by & }&, which is
arbitrary unless otherwise stated.
2.1. On Some q-Difference Equations
First, we consider a q-difference equation of the form
y(t)&q&:y(qt)= g(t), t>0, (2.1)
where : and q are constants, q # (0, 1), and g is a given function that has
the asymptotic expansion
g(t)= :
N
n=1
t;nhn(log t)+O(t;N+1) as t  ,
with ;1 , ..., ;N+1 being real constants and h1 , ..., hN continuous periodic
functions of period &log q. Then the following is true:
Lemma 3. If :>;1> } } } >;N+1 then any function y(t) # C(0, )
satisfying (2.1) must have the asymptotic expansion
y(t)=t:h0(log t)+ :
N
n=1
t;nhn(log t)
1&q;n&:
+O(t;N+1) as t  ,
where h0 is a continuous periodic function of period &log q.
The case N=0 of the above lemma appeared in the proof of
Theorem 3(iii) of Kato and McLeod [20]. The case N>0 can easily be
reduced to the previous case.
Next, we consider a system of q-difference equations of the form
y(t)&C(t) y(qt)=g(t), tt00 (2.2)
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where C is a matrix function defined on [t0 , ) satisfying C(t)  C0 as
t   for some constant matrix C0 , and g is vector function defined on
[t0 , ).
Lemma 4. Suppose that q#\(C0)<1 and g(t)=O(t#) (or o(t#)) as t  
for some constant #. If y(t) is uniformly bounded on any bounded closed
subinterval of [qt0 , ) and satisfies (2.2) for tt0 then y(t)=O(t#)
(or o(t#)) as t  .
The case #=0 can be proved in an elementary way. The case #{0 can
be transformed to the previous case by letting y(t)=(t+1)# x(t).
We remark in passing that q-difference equations can be transformed to
the usual difference equations. For instance, letting x(t)= y(et) then (2.1)
becomes
x(t)&q&:x(t+log q)= g(et), t>&.
2.2. A General System of Neutral Equations
This subsection deals with the initial value problem
y$(t)&C( y) y$(qt)=g(t, y(t), y(qt)), t0, y(0)=y0 , (2.3)
where C is a N_N matrix of continuous functions defined on R+, g is a
N-dimensional vector of continuous functions defined on R+_RN_R and
y0 is a given N-dimensional vector. The existence and uniqueness theorem
of Nussbaum [24] can be applied to the above initial value problem.
However, a slightly better result can be obtained if we use the idea of
reducing a neutral equation into a retarded equation as in [18, 33].
Define a sequence of matrices [Cn(t)]n=0 by the recurrence relation
C0(t): #I,
Cn(t): #C(t) C(qt) } } } C(qn&1t), n=1, 2, ... .
Analogous to Lemma 1 of Iserles and Terje ki [18], we have the following
result.
Lemma 5. If \(C(0))<1 then (2.3) is equivalent to the initial value
problem
y$(t)= :

n=0
Cn(t) g(qnt, y(qnt), y(qn+1t)), t0, y(0)=y0 . (2.4)
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The assumption \(C(0))<1 implies that n=0 |Cn(t)| converges for
every t0. Following the standard approach (see e.g., [13]) on a func-
tional differential equations of retarded type we can derive from Lemma 5
the following results.
Lemma 6. Suppose that \(C(0))<1. Then there exists a constant T>0
such that (2.3) has at least one solution for in the interval [0, T]. Moreover,
1. if y(t) is a non-continuable solution, then the maximal interval
of existence, [0, Tmax), is open on the right, and if Tmax< then
lim supt  Tmax &y(t)&=;
2. every solution is in Cm[0, T] if the matrix function C(t) #
Cm([0, T]) and the vector function g(t) # Cm([0, T]_R2N); and
3. the solution of (2.3) is unique of g is Lipschitz continuous; i.e., for
any t00 there exists a number \>0 such that
&g(t, y1 , y2)&g(t, x1 , x2)&M(&y1&x1 |+&y2&x1 | )
for t0tt0+\, &y1&x1&\, &y2&x2 &\ and for some positive
constant M (depending on t0 and \).
Lemma 7. Suppose that the initial value problem
x$(t)=G(t, x), t0, x(0)=x0
has a nonnegative solution x(t) # C1[0, T] for some T>0, where the function
G is defined as
G(t, x)= sup
&xn&x, n=0, 1, ...
" :

n=0
Cn(t) g(qnt, xn , xn+1)", t, x0.
Then for any initial value y0 obeying &y0 &x0 there exists a solution y(t) of
(2.3) satisfying &y(t)&x(t) for t # [0, T].
2.3. A Linear System of Neutral Equations
This subsection deals with a system of linear functional equations of the
form
[y(t)&C(t) y(qt)]$=&A(t) y(t)+B( y) y(qt)+g(t), tt00, (2.5)
where A, B, C are matrices of continuous functions and g is a vector of
continuous functions, all defined on [t0 , ). The vector norm used in this
subsection is the l2 norm induced by the inner product ( } , } ).
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Lemma 8. Suppose that the matrices A, B and C have the asymptotic
expansions
A(t)  A0 , B(t)  B0 , C(t)  C0 as t  ,
and that there exists a constant : such that
\(C0)<q&:, *1>q2:&1 |*2 | , &B0+AT0 C0 &<q
12&:(*1+q2:&1*2),
and
(t+1)&: g(t) # L2(t0 , ),
where *1 and *2 are the smallest eigenvalues of (A0+AT0 )2 and
(C T0 B0+B
T
0 C0)2, respectively. If y(t) # C[qt0 , ) such that y(t)&C(t)
y(qt) # C1[qt0 , ) and (2.5) is satisfied then y(t)=O(t:) as t  .
Proof. We consider the case :=0 only, since the case :{0 can be
reduced to the case :=0 by letting y(t)=(t+1): x(t). Define the Liapunov
functional
V(t) := 12 &y(t)&C(t) y(qt)&
2+; |
t
qt
&y({)&2 d{
+M |

t
&g({)&2 d{, tt0 ,
where ;=(*1&q&1*2)2>0 and M is a positive constant to be deter-
mined. Using (2.5) we obtain
V$(t)=&(y(t), (A(t)&;I ) y(t))+(y(t), (B(t)+A(t)T C(t)) y(qt))
&(y(qt), (q;+C(t)T B(t)) y(qt))+(y(t)&C(t) y(qt), g(t))
&M &g(t)&2, tt0 . (2.6)
Our assumption implies that there exist constants t1t0 and *>0 such
that
(x1 , (A(t)&;I ) x1)&(x1 , (B(t)+A(t)T C(t)) x2)
+(x2 , (q;+C(t)T B(t)) x2)
*(&x1&2+&x2&2), \x1 , x2 # RN, tt1 .
Using Young’s inequality and CauchySchwarz inequality we obtain
|(y(t)&C(t) y(qt), g(t))|*(&y(t)&2+&y(qt)&2)+
1+&C(t)&
4*
&g(t)&2.
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By choosing M=(14*)(1+suptt1 |C(t)&), we obtain from (2.6) the
inequality V$(t)0 for tt1 . Therefore, V(t)V(t1) for tt1 . Hence
&y(t)&C(t) y(qt)&2V(t1), tt1 .
Applying Lemma 4 to the above inequality yields y(t)=O(1) as t  . K
Variations of the preceding lemma can be obtained by using different
vector norms, for instance, &x&=(xTDx)12 for some positive definite
matrix D.
2.4. Dirichlet Series
The Dirichlet series we refer to in this paper are sums of exponential
functions. They are useful in the study of linear functional differential equa-
tions, especially those with proportional delays. It is found in [5, 9, 11],
and other papers, that solutions of
y$(t)=ay(t)+by(qt), t0,
where a, b, q are constant and q # (0, 1) _ (1, ), can be expanded into
Dirichlet series of the form n=0 dne
aqnt, where dn , n=0, 1, ..., are
constants.
Closely related to the subject of this paper is the generalized pantograph
equation
y$(t)=Ay(t)+By(qt)+Cy$(qt), t0, y(0)=y0 , (2.7)
where A, B, C are N_N matrices. Iserles [16] found that its solution can
be expanded into Dirichlet series of the form
:

n=0
Dn eAq
ntVy0 , (2.8)
where V is a nonsingular N_N matrix, D0=I and D1 , D2 , ... are
determined by the recurrence relation
ADn&qnDnA=&BDn&1&qn&1CDn&1A, n=1, 2, ...,
subject to the conditions that \(C)<1, \(A&1B)<1 and
_(A) & _(qnA)=<, n # N. (2.9)
The assumption (2.9) can be replaced by the conditions (see [19])
AB=BA, AC=CA. (2.10)
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In the scalar case
y$(t)=ay(t)+by(qt)+cy$(qt), t0, y(0)= y0 , (2.11)
one can use the q-binomial theorem [10] to prove that the solution y(t)
of (2.11) is of the form [19]
y(t)=
y0(&ba; q)
(c; q)
:

n=0
(&acb; q)n
(q; q)n \&
b
a+
n
eatq
n
(2.12)
subject to the conditions a{0, 0<|b|<|a| and |c|<1, where
(a; q)n={1,(1&a)(a&aq) } } } (1&aqn&1),
n=0
n=1, 2, ..., .
It is shown in [16, 19] that the zero solution of (2.7) is asymptotically
stable (in the sense that every other solutions tends to zero as t tends to
infinity) if :[A]<0, \(A&1B)<1 and either (2.9) or (2.10) holds, but
unstable if :[A]>0. Similar results and sometimes more general ones can
be found in [22], without the assumption (2.9) or (2.10). For instance, if
:[A]<0 then every solution y(t) of (2.7) satisfies the asymptotic estimate
y(t)=O(tlog \(A&1B)log q(log t)}&1) as t  ,
where } is the maximal geometric multiplicity of those eigenvalues of A&1B
with the maximal real part :(A&1B). It will be clear in the next two
sections that these results are useful for understanding the behavior of
the solution of (1.5) when the initial value f0 is close to one of the two
stationary solutions in the case +>0.
Iserles [17] discussed the Dirichlet series solution for certain nonlinear
retarded type functional differential equations with proportional delay. His
approach can be generalized to study systems of neutral equations with
proportional delay. However, it is very difficult to analyze the convergence
of the corresponding Dirichlet series, due to the complexity of certain
nonlinear recurrence relations involved.
3. THE CASE Q # (0, 1)
This section deals with Eq. (1.1) and its initial value problem (1.5) for
the case q # (0, 1). We note that f (t)=&g(&t), where g(t) is a solution of
the equation
g$(t)+q2g$(qt)+ g2(t)&q2g2(qt)=+
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with the initial condition g(0)=&f0 . Therefore, it suffices to study (1.5) for
t0.
Theorem 9. If q # (0, 1) then the initial value problem (1.5) has one and
only one solution, say f (t), in a neighborhood of the origin. Furthermore,
1. the maximal interval of existence, say (Tmin , Tmax), is open and
Tmax , &Tmin{
1&q2
(1+q2) | f0 |
if +=0, f0{0,
\1&q
2
|+| +
12
_?2&arc tan
(1+q2) | f0 |
((1&q2) |+| )12& if +{0;
2. if Tmax< then lim supt  Tmax&0 | f (t)|=; and
3. f (t) # C(Tmin , Tmax).
Proof. Except the estimate of Tmax and the last part, the theorem
follows by applying Lemma 6 to (1.5). Applying Lemma 5 to Eq. (1.5)
yields
f $(t)=
+
1+q2
& :

n=0
(&q2)n [ f 2(qnt)&q2f 2(qn+1t)], f (0)= f0 . (3.1)
It follows from Lemma 7 that the solution of (1.5) is bounded by the
solution of the Riccati equation
x$(t)=
|+|
1+q2
+
1+q2
1&q2
x2(t), t0, x(0)=| f0 |. (3.2)
A lower bound for Tmax can be established by finding the first singularity
point of x. Finally, it can be seen from (3.1) that f (t) # C[0, Tmax). K
Theorem 10. Suppose that q # (0, 1) and f (t) # C1(Tmin , Tmax) is the
solution of the initial value problem (1.5).
1. If +>0 and
| f0& f *|<2 f * max {(1&3q
2)(1+q2)
1+q4
,
(1&q12)(1&q32)
(1+q)2 = (3.3)
then Tmax= and limt   f (t)= f *.
2. If +>0, q<2&12 and f0<& f * then Tmax<, f $(t)<0 for every
t # [0, Tmax) and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&.
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3. If +=0, q<2&12 and f0<0 then Tmax<, f $(t)<0 for every
t # [0, Tmax) and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&.
4. If +<0, q<2&12 and f0(1q)( |+|2)12 then Tmax<, f $(t)<0
for every t # [0, Tmax) and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&.
Before proving Theorem 10 (1, 2), we use Dirichlet series to study equa-
tions that are a linearization of (1.1) around its stationary solutions f * and
&f *. Let y(t)= f (t)& f * and z(t)= f (t)+ f *. Then y(t) and z(t) satisfy,
respectively, the equations
y$(t)+q2y$(qt)=&ay(t)+aq2y(qt)& y2(t)+q2y2(qt), t0 (3.4)
and
z$(t)+q2z$(qt)=az(t)&aq2z(qt)&z2(t)+q2z2(qt), t0, (3.5)
where a=2f *. The linearized equation of (3.4) is
u$(t)=&au(t)+aq2u(qt)&q2u$(qt), t0. (3.6)
It follows from (2.12) that every solution of (3.6) can be expanded into the
Dirichlet series
u(t)=
u(0)(q2; q)
(&q2; q)
:

n=0
(&1; q)n
(q; q)n
q2ne&atqn.
Furthermore, u(t) has the asymptotic estimate
u(t)=O(t&2) as t  .
This suggests that the stationary solution f * of (1.1) may be asymptotically
stable in the sense that solutions of (1.5) tend to f * as t   if the initial
value f0 is sufficiently close to f *. The linearized equation of (2.5) is
v$(t)=av(t)&aq2v(qt)&q2v$(qt), t0. (3.7)
Every solution of (3.7) can be expanded into the Dirichlet series
v(t)=
v(0)(q2; q)
(&q2; q)
:

n=0
(&1; q)n
(q; q)n
q2n eatqn.
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The preceding expansion implies that
lim
t  
e&atv(t)=v(0) ‘

k=0
(q2; q)
(&q2; q)
,
which suggests that the stationary solution &f * of (1.1) may be unstable.
Proof of Theorem 10. (1). Let f (t) # C1(Tmin&Tmax) be the solution of
(1.5). Then the function y(t)= f (t)& f * satisfies Eq. (3.4). In the sequel, we
exclude the trivial case f0= f *.
First, we consider the case
| f0& f *|<
2(1&3q2)(1+q2) f *
1+q4
. (3.8)
Since
d
dt
y2(t)} t=0 =&
2(1&q2)
1+q2
( f0& f *)2 ( f0+ f *)<0,
there exists a real number t0 # (0, Tmax) such that the inequality
| y(t)|<| y(0)| (3.9)
holds for every t # (0, t0).
We claim that Tmax= and that (3.9) holds for every t>0. Other-
wise there exists a real number t1>t0 such that | y(t)|<| y(0)| holds
for every t # (0, t1) and | y(t1)|=| y(0)|, since Tmax< implies that
lim supt  Tmax&0 | f (t)|=. Applying Lemma 5 to (3.4) yields the equation
y$(t)=&ay(t)+2aq2 :

n=0
(&q2)n y(qn+1t)
&_y2(t)+2q4 :

n=0
q2ny2(q2n+2t)&
+2q2 :

n=0
q4ny2(q2n+1t), t>0. (3.10)
Define a Liapunov function of the form
U(t)= 12 y
2(t).
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Noting that the last two terms in the right hand side of (3.10) have
different signs, we obtain
U$(t1)&_(1&3q
2) a
1&q2
&
(1+q4) | y(0)|
1&q4 & | y(0)|2<0,
which contradicts our assumption that y(t1)=| y(0)|>| y(t)| for every
t # (0, t1). Hence, Tmax= and (3.9) holds for every t>0.
Let us prove limt   y(t)=0 by contradiction. Suppose M0 :=
lim supt   | y(t)|>0. Then there exists a sequence [tk]n=0 such that
limk   tk= and
lim
t  
| y(tk)|=M0 .
Since M0| y(0)|, the assumption on f0 implies that there exists a real
number =>0 such that
M1 :=a(M0&=)2&
2aq2(M 20+=)
1&q2
&
(1+q4)(M 30+=)
(1+q2)(1&q2)
>0.
Since supt0 | y(t)|<, there exists k00 and $>0 such that
| y(t)|M0&=, t # (tk&$, tk+$), k=k0 , k0+1, ... .
It is also true that there exists T0>0 such that
}y(t) :

n=0
(&q2)n y(qn+1t)}M
2
0+=
1&q2
} y(t) _y2(t)+2q2 :

n=0
q4ny2(q2n+2t)&2q2 :

n=0
q4ny2(q2n+1t)&}

(1+q4) M 30+=
1&q4
for tT0 . Let k10 such that tkT0+$ for kk1 . It follows from (3.10)
that
U$(t)&M1 , t # (tk&$, tk+$), k=k1 , k1+1, ... .
Therefore
U(tk&$)U(tk)+M1$, k=k1 , k1+1, ... .
By letting k   in the preceding inequality we find that it contradicts the
definition of M0 . Therefore, limt   y(t)=0.
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Next, we consider the case
| f0& f *|<
2(1&q12)(1&q32) f *
(1+q)2
. (3.11)
Let x(t)= y(t)+qy(qt). Since
d
dt
x2( y) } t=0 =&2(1+q)(1&q2)( f0& f *)2 ( f0+ f *)<0,
there exists a real number t0 # (0, Tmax) such that
|x(t)|<|x(0)| (3.12)
holds for every t # (0, t0).
We claim that Tmax= and that (3.12) holds for every t>0. Otherwise,
there exists a real number t1 # [t0 , Tmax) such that (3.12) holds for every
t # (0, t1) and |x(t1)|=|x(0)|. Define a Liapunov functional of the form
V(t)= 12x
2(t)+:;0 |
t
qt
y2(s) ds,
where ;0= 12 (1+q) q
12 such that
h(;0)=max
;>0
h(;)=
(1&q12)(1&q32)
1&q
for the function
h(;)=1&;&
q(2;&1&q)2
4(1&q) ;
, ;>0.
Using (3.4), we obtain
V$(t)=&a \h(;0) x2(t)+{ 2q;0&q&q
2
2[q(1&q) ;0]12
x(t)
+[q(1&q) ;0]12 y(qt)=
2
+
&[ y(t)&qy(qt)] x2(t), t # [0, Tmax).
Suppose that | y(t)|, 0tt1 , attains its maximum at t2 # [0, t1]. It
follows from (3.12) that
| y(t2)||x(t2)|+q | y(qt2)||x(0)|+q | y(t2)|.
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Therefore
max
0tt1
| y(t)|
1+q
1&q
| f0& f *|,
which implies that
| y(t)&qy(qt)|
(1+q)2
1&q
| f0& f *|, t # [0, t1].
Therefore, the inequality
V$(t) &a \#x2(t)+{ 2q;0&q&q
2
2[q(1&q) ;]12
x(t)+(q(1&q) ;)12 y(qt)=
2
+
(3.13)
holds for t # [0, t1], where
#=h(;0)&
(1+q)2
a(1&q)
| f0& f *|>0.
Therefore, V(t) is monotonically decreasing in [0, t1]. This, together with
the fact that V$(0)<0, implies V(t1)<V(0), which contradicts the assump-
tion that |x(t1)|=|x(0)|. Hence, Tmax= and the inequality (3.12) holds
for every t>0.
It follows from the equation
y(t)+qy(qt)=x(t), t0 (3.14)
that
sup
t0
| y(t)|
|x(0)|
1&q
.
Using the preceding estimate we obtain from (3.4) the estimate
sup
t0
|x$(t)|
a(1+q2) |x(0)|
1&q
+
(1+q2) x2(0)
(1&q)2
.
Let us prove limt   x(t)=0 by contradiction. Suppose M0=
lim supt   |x(t)|>0. Then there exists a sequence [tn]n=0 such that
tn+1&tn
M0
2M2
, |x(tn)|
M0
2
, n=0, 1, ...,
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where M2=max[1, supt0 |x$(t)|]. Evidently, there is no intersection
between any two of the intervals of In , n=0, 1, ..., where
In=\tn& M04M2 , tn+
M0
4M2+ , n=0, 1, ... .
Since
|x(t)||x(tn)|&
M0
4M2
sup
{ # In
|x$({)|
M0
4
, t # In , n=0, 1, ...,
and the inequality (3.13) holds for every t0, we deduce that
V(tn+M0 4M2)&V(tn&M04M2)&
a#M 30
32M2
, n=0, 1, ... .
It follows from the monotonicity of V(t) and the preceding inequality that
for n0
V(tn+M04M2)&V(t0&M0 4M2)&
a#M 30 n
32M2
.
By letting n   in the above inequality we find that it contradicts the non-
negativity of the function V. Therefore, limt   x(t)=0. Applying Lemma 4
to the Eq. (3.14) yields limt   y(t)=0. Hence, limt   f (t)= f *. K
Theorem 10(1) implies that the stationary solution f * of (1.1) is
asymptotically stable in the sense that there exists a constant $>0 such
that the solution f (t) of (1.5) satisfies f (t)  f * as t   whenever
| f0& f *|<$.
We remark that variations of the Razumikhin method and the method
of Liapunov functional were used in the proof of Theorem 10(1). The rest
of Theorem 10 is proved below by using a comparison method.
Proof of Theorem 10. (2). Let z(t)= f (t)+ f *. Then z satisfies
Eq. (3.5). Since
z$(0)=
1&q2
1+q2
(az(0)&z2(0))<0,
there exists a real number t0 # (0, Tmax) such that z$(t)<0 for every
t # [0, t0].
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We claim that z$(t)<0 for every t # [0, Tmax). Otherwise, there exists a
real number t1 # (t0 , Tmax) such that z$(t)<0 for every t # [0, t1) and
z$(t1)=0. Applying Lemma 5 to (3.5) yields
z$(t)=a {z(t)&2q2z(qt)+2 :

n=1
q4n[z(q2nt)&q2z(q2n+1t)]=&z2(t)
+2q2z2(qt)&2 :

n=1
q4n[z2(q2nt)&q2z2(q2n+1t)], t # (0, Tmax).
(3.15)
Since q<2&12, z(t)<0 and z$(t)<0 for t # (0, t1), we can see from the
above equation that z$(t1)<0, which leads to a contradiction.
Hence, z$(t)<0 for every t # [0, Tmax). It follows from (3.15) that
z$(t)<&(1&2q2) z2(t), t # (0, Tmax),
which implies that
z(t)<
1
(1&2q2) t+1z(0)&1
, t # (0, Tmax).
Therefore, Tmax&((1&2q2)( f *+ f0))&1, f $(t)<0 for every t # [0, Tmax)
and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&. K
Proof of Theorem 10. (3, 4). Applying Lemma 5 to Eq. (1.1) yields
f $(t)=
+
1+q2
& f 2(t)+2 :

n=0
q4n+2[ f 2(q2n+1t)&q2f 2(q2n+2t)]. (3.16)
When +0 and f0<0, the proof is essentially the same as that of
Theorem 10 (2). We consider in the sequel the case where +<0 and
0 f0(1q)( |+|2)12.
We claim that f $(t)<0 for every t # [0, Tmax). Otherwise there exists a
real number t1 # (0, Tmax) such that f $(t)<0 for every t # [0, t1) and
f $(t1)=0. If f (qt1)0 then
0< f (q2n+1t1)< f (q2n+2t1)< f (0), n=0, 1, ...
implies that
2 :

n=0
q4n+2[ f 2(q2n+1t1)&q2f 2(q2n+2t1)]<
2q2f 2(0)
1+q2

|+|
1+q2
;
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it follows from (3.16) that f $(t1)<& f 2(t1), which contradicts the assump-
tion that f $(t1)=0. If f (qt1)<0 then there exists an integer m1 such that
f (q2n+1t1)>0 for all nm and f (q2n+1t1)0 for all 0n<m. It follows
from (3.16) that
f $(t)=
+
1+q2
& f 2(t)+2q2f 2(qt)&2 :
m&1
n=1
q4n[ f 2(q2nt)&q2f 2(q2n+1t)]
&2q4mf 2(q2mt)+2 :

n=m
q4n+2[ f 2(q2n+1t)&q2f 2(q2n+2t)]. (3.17)
It can be shown from the preceding equation that f $(t1)<&(1&2q2)
f 2(t1), which contradicts the assumption that f $(t1)=0. Therefore, f $(t)<0
for every t # [0, Tmax).
We claim that there exists t2 # (0, Tmax) such that f (t2)<0. Otherwise,
Tmax= since Tmax< implies that limt  Tmax&0 | f (t)|=. The
monotonicity and the boundedness of f (t) imply that limt   f (t) exists
and is finite. Since
lim
t  
f $(t)=
1
1+q2
[+&(1&q2)( lim
t  
f (t))2]<0,
it is not difficult to show that f (t)<0 when t is large enough. Hence, there
exists t2 # (0, Tmax) such that f (t2)<0.
Similar to the argument used in the second paragraph of this proof we
can derive the inequality
f $(t)<&(1&2q2) f 2(t), t # (t2 , Tmax).
Hence,
f (t)<
1
(1&2q2)(t&t2)+1f (t2)
, t # (t2 , Tmax),
which implies that Tmaxt2&((1&2q2) f (t2))&1<, f $(t)<0 for every
t # [0, Tmax) and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&. K
Before continuing our discussion on the Shabat equation, we introduce
two lemmas. The first one is trivial to prove and the second follows easily
from the first.
Lemma 11. Given a function y(t) # C1(0, ), if
lim
t  
[ y(t)& f0(t)]= lim
t  
[ y$(t)& f1(t)]=0
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for some continuous periodic functions f0(t) and f1(t), both of the same
period, then f0(t) # C1(0, ) and f1(t)#f $0(t).
Lemma 12. Suppose that y(t) # C1(0, ) and that there exist a constant
: such that
lim
t  
[t:y(t)& f0(log t)]= lim
t  
[t:+1y$(t)& f1(log t)]=0
for some continuous periodic functions f0(t) and f1(t), both of the same
period. Then f0(t) # C1(0, ) and f1(t)#f $0(t)&:f0(t).
Theorem 13. If q # (0, 1), +>0 and f (t) # C1(Tmin , ) is a solution
of (1.1) that satisfies f (t)  f * as t   then the following asymptotic
expansions hold as t  ,
f (t)=f *+t&2h0(log t)+t&3h1(log t)+ } } } , (3.18)
f (n)(t)=
dn
dtn
[t&2h0(log t)]+
dn
dtn
[t&3h1(log t)]+ } } } , n=1, 2, ..., (3.19)
where hm # C, m=0, 1, ..., are periodic functions of period &log q that
obey the recurrence relation
hm(t)=
1+qm
2 f *(1&qm) _
d
dt
&(m+1)& hm&1(t)& 12 f * :
m&1
k=1
hk&1(t) hm&k&1(t)
(3.20)
for m=1, 2, ....
Proof. According to Theorem 9 (3), f (t) # C[0, ). Denote wn(t)=
y(n)(t), n # Z+, where y(t)= f (t)& f * satisfies Eq. (3.4). We separate our
proof into ten steps.
Step 1. Equation (3.4) can be rewritten as
[ y(t)+qy(qt)]$=&[a+a0(t)] y(t)+[q2a+a1(t)] y(qt), t0, (3.21)
where a0(t)= y(t) and b0(t)=q2y(qt). Applying Lemma 8 to (3.21) yields
y(t)=O(t:0) as t   for any :0>&12.
Step 2. Differentiating both sides of (3.4) gives an equation of w1(t) of
the form
[w1(t)+q2w1(qt)]$=&[a+a1(t)] w1(t)+[q3a+b1(t)] w1(qt), t0,
(3.22)
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where a1(t)=2y(t) and b1(t)=2q3y(qt). Applying Lemma 8 to (3.22)
yields w1(t)=O(t:1) as t   for any :1>&32.
Step 3. Differentiating both sides of (3.22) yields an equation of w2(t)
of the form
[w2(t)+q3w2(qt)]$=&[a+a2(t)] w2(t)
+[q4a+b2(t)] w2(qt)+h2(t), t0, (3.23)
where a2(t)=2y(t), b2(t)=2q4y(qt) and h2(t)=&2w1(t)2+2q4w1(qt)2.
Noting that h2(t)=O(t2:1) as t   for any :1>&32, we can obtain
by applying Lemma 8 to (3.23) that w2(t)=O(t:2) as t   for any
:2> &52.
Step 4. Equation (3.22) can be rewritten as an equation of w1(t),
w1(t)&
q3a+2q3y(qt)
a+2y(t)
w1(qt)=
w2(t)+q3w2(qt)
a+2y(t)
, tt0 ,
where t0>0 such that a+2y(t)>0 for every tt0 . Applying Lemma 4 to
the preceding equation yields w1(t)=O(t:1) as t   for any :1> &52.
Step 5. Equation (3.21) can be rewritten as
y(t)&
q2a+b0(t)
a+a0(t)
y(qt)=
w1(t)+q2w1(qt)
a+a0(t)
, tt1 ,
where a0(t)= y(t), b0(t)=q2y(qt), and t1>0 such that a+ y(t)>0 for
every tt1 . Applying Lemma 4 to the above equation yields y(t)=O(t:0)
as t   for any :1> &2.
Step 6. Rewrite Eq. (3.4) as
y(t)&q2y(qt)=h(t), t0, (3.24)
where
h(t)=
1
a
[&y2(t)+q2y(qt)2&w1(t)&q2w1(qt)]=O(t:) as t  
for any :>&52. Applying Lemma 3 to (3.24) yields y(t)=O(t&2) as
t  .
Step 7. Using the induction method and repeating the method used in
the above 6 steps, we can prove that wn(t)=O(t&(n+2)) as t   for every
n # N.
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Step 8. For any n # Z+, differentiating both sides of (3.4) n times
yields the equation
wn(t)&qn+2wn(qt)=h(t), t0, (3.25)
where
h(t)=&
1
a
[wn+1(t)+qn+2wn+1(qt)]
&
1
a
:
n
m=0
C mn [wm(t) wn&m(t)&q
n+2wm(qt) wn&m(qt)].
Using the estimates proved in the previous two steps, we obtain h(t)=
O(t&(n+3)) as t  . Applying Lemma 3 to (3.25) yields the asymptotic
expansion
wn(t)=t&(n+2)Hn, 0(log t)+O(t&(n+3)), as t  ,
where Hn, 0(t) is a continuous periodic function of period log q. It follows
from Lemma 12 that Hn, 0 # C1 and
H$n, 0(t)=Hn+1, 0(t)+(n+2) Hn, 0(t), n=0, 1, ...,
or equivalently
t&(n+3)Hn+1, 0(log t)=
d
dt
[t&(n+2)Hn, 0(log t)], n=0, 1, ... .
By induction, we see that Hn, 0 # C, n # Z+, and
t&(n+2)Hn, 0(log t)=
dn
dtn
[t&2H0, 0(log t)]
for n # N. Denote h0=H0, 0 . We have the asymptotic expansions
f (t)=f *+t&2h0(log t)+O(t&3),
f (n)(t)=
dn
dtn
[t&2h0(log t)]+O(t&(n+3)), n=1, 2, ... .
Step 9. It can be shown from (3.25) by induction that there are
periodic functions hm # C, m=1, 2, ..., all of period log q, such that the
following asymptotic expansions hold as t  :
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f (t)=f *+t&2h0(log t)+t&3h1(log t)+ } } }
+t&(m+2)hm(log t)+O(t&(m+3)),
f (n)(t)=
dn
dtn
[t&2h0(log t)]+
dn
dtn
[t&3h1(log t)]+ } } }
+
dn
dtn
[t&(m+2)hm(log t)]+O(t&(n+m+3)), n=1, 2, ... .
Therefore, (3.18) and (3.19) hold.
Step 10. Substituting the expansions of f (t) and f $(t) into (1.1) and
then comparing the coefficients of t&(m+2), m # N, yields the recurrence
relation (3.20). K
Recall the remark we made at the beginning of this section about the
solution f (t), t0, of (1.5). It can be seen from the preceding two theorems
the following results hold.
Theorem 14. Suppose that q # (0, 1) and f (t) # C1(Tmin , Tmax) is the
solution of the initial value problem (1.5).
1. If +>0 and
| f0+ f *|<2 f * max {(1&3q
2)(1+q2)
1+q4
,
(1&q12)(1&q32)
(1+q)2 =
then Tmin= and limt  & f (t)=&f *;
2. If +>0, q<2&12 and f0> f *, then Tmin>&, f $(t)<0 for every
t # (Tmin , 0] and limt  Tmin+0 f (t)=.
3. If +=0, q<2&12 and f0>0, then Tmin>&, f $(t)<0 for every
t # (Tmin , 0] and limt  Tmin+0 f (t)=.
4. If +<0, q<2&12 and f0&(1q)( |+|2)12, then Tmin<, f $(t)
<0 for every t # (Tmin , 0], and limt  Tmin+0 f (t)=.
Theorem 15. If q # (0, 1), +>0 and f (t) # C1(&, Tmax) is a solution
of (1.1) that satisfies f (t)  & f * as t  & then the following asymptotic
expansions hold as t  ,
& f (t&)=f *+t&2h0*(log t)+t&3h1*(log t)+ } } } ,
(&1)n+1 f (n)(&t)=
dn
dtn
[t&2h0*(log t)]+
dn
dtn
[t&3h1*(log t)]+ } } } ,
n=1, 2, ...,
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where h*m # C, m=0, 1, ..., are periodic functions of period &log q that
obey the recurrence relation
h*m(t)=
1+qm
2 f *(1&qm) _
d
dt
&(m+1)& h*m&1(t)& 12 f * :
m&1
k=1
h*k&1(t) h*m&k&1(t)
for m=1, 2, ... .
4. THE CASE Q # (&1, 0)
This section deals with Eq. (1.1) and its initial value problem (1.5) for
the case q # (&1, 0). Let p=&q # (0, 1), g1(t)= f (t), and g2(t)=&f (&t)
for t0. It can be shown that the initial value problem (1.5) is equivalent
to the system
{g$1(t)+ p
2g$2( pt)+ g21(t)& p
2g22( pt)=+,
g$2(t)+ p2g$1( pt)+ g22(t)& p
2g21( pt)=+,
t0 (4.1)
with the initial condition
g1(0)= f0 , g2(0)=&f0 . (4.2)
Applying Lemma 5 to (4.1) yields
g$1(t)=
+
1+ p2
& g21(t)+2p
2g22( pt)
&2 :

n=1
p4n[ g21( p
2nt)& p2g22( p
2n+1t)], (4.3)
g$2(t)=
+
1+ p2
& g22(t)+2p
2g21( pt)
&2 :

n=1
p4n[ g22( p
2nt)& p2g21( p
2n+1t)]. (4.4)
Theorem 16. If q # (&1, 0) then the initial value problem (1.5) has one
and only one continuously differentiable solution, f (t), say, in a neighborhood
of the origin. Furthermore,
1. The maximal interval of existence, say (Tmin , Tmax), say, is open,
where Tmax>0 and Tmin<0;
2. Either Tmax<, Tmin>&, or Tmax=, Tmin=&;
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3. If Tmax< then lim supt  Tmax&0 | f (t)|=lim supt  Tmin+0 | f (t)|=
; and
4. f (t) # C(Tmin , Tmax).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6 that (4.1, 4.2) has a unique continuous
differentiable solution (g1(t), g2(t)) in the interval [0, T ), where [0, T ) is
the maximal interval of existence in the sense that T< implies
limt  T&0(g21(t)+ g
2
2(t))=. This implies that the initial value problem
(1.5) has a unique solution
f (t)={g1(t),& g2(&t),
0t<
&<t0
in C 1(&T, T). If T< then limt  T&0 g21(t)= andor limt  T&0 g
2
2(t)
=. Suppose that limt  T&0 g21(t)=limt  T&0 g
2
2(t)=. Then the maxi-
mal interval of existence is (&T, T ). Suppose that limt  T&0 g21(t)=. We
can use (4.4) to prove that there exists T1 # (T, Tp) such that the solution
g2(t) can be extended continuously to the interval [0, T1). In this case, the
maximal interval of existence is (&T1 , T), which is still an open interval.
Suppose that limt  T&0 g21(t)=. We can use (4.3) to prove that there
exists T2 # (T, Tp) such that the solution g1(t) can be extended
continuously to the interval [0, T2). In this case, the maximal interval of
existence is (&T, T2), which is an open interval as well. Finally, we can see
from (4.3) and (4.4) that g1 , g2 # C[0, Tmax). It can be shown by induc-
tion from (4.3) and (4.4) that g (k)1 (0)=(&1)
k+1 g (k)2 (0), k # Z. Hence, the
solution f (t) is in the function space C(Tmin , Tmax). K
Theorem 17. Suppose that q # (&1, 0) and f (t) # C1(Tmin , Tmax) is the
solution of the initial value problem (1.5).
1. If +>0, q # (&3&12, 0) and f0 satisfy the condition
| f0 |<
[2(1&3q2)2 (1+q2)2&(1+q4)2]12 f *
1+q4
, (4.5)
then Tmax=, limt  \ f (t)=\ f *.
2. Suppose that +>0 and q>&2&12. If f0<& f * then max<,
f $(t)<0 for all t # [0, Tmax) and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&. If f0> f * then
Tmin>&, f $(t)<0 for all t # (Tmin , 0] and limt  Tmin+0 f (t)=.
3. Suppose +=0 and q>&2&12. If f0<0 then Tmax<, f $(t)<0
for all t # [0, Tmax) and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&. If f0>0 then Tmin>&,
f $(t)<0 for all t # (Tmin , 0] and limt  Tmin+0 f (t)=.
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4. Suppose +<0 and q>&2&12. If f00 then Tmax<, f $(t)<0
for every t # [0, Tmax) and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&. If f00 then Tmin>
&, f $(t)<0 for all t # (Tmin , 0] and limt  Tmin+0 f (t)=.
Before proving Theorem 17(1, 2), we note that Eq. (1.1) has two station-
ary solutions, namely f * and & f *. This implies that system (4.1) has four
stationary solutions, namely,
( f *, f *)T, ( f *, &f *)T, (& f *, f *)T, and (& f *, &f *)T.
We can use Dirichlet series as in the previous section to see that the only
possibly asymptotically stable stationary solution of (4.1) is ( f *, f *)T.
Proof of Theorem 17 (1). Let yi (t)= gi (t)& f *, i=1, 2. We obtain
from (4.3) and (4.4) the following equation
y$1(t)= &a[ y1(t)&2p2y2( pt)]&2a :

n=1
p4n[ y1( p2nt)& p2y2( p2n+1t)]
& y11(t)+2p
2y22( pt)&2 :

n=1
p4n[ y21( p
2nt)& p2y22( p
2n+1t)], (4.6)
y$2(t)= &a[ y2(t)&2p2y1( pt)]=2a :

n=1
p4n[ y2( p2nt)& p2y1( p2n+1t)]
& y12(t)+2p
2y21( pt)&2 :

n=1
p4n[ y22( p
2nt)& p2y21( p
2n+1t)], (4.7)
where a=2f *. Define a Liapunov function of the form
U(t)= 12 [ y
2
1(t)+ y
2
2(t)].
Since
y$1(0)= y$2(0)=
1& p
1+ p2
[( f *)2& f 20],
we obtain
U$(0)=&
2 f *(1& p2)
1+ p2
[( f *)2& f 20]<0.
Hence, there exists a real number t0 # (0, Tmax) such that the inequality
|U(t)|<|U(0)| (4.8)
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holds for every t # (0, t0). We claim that Tmax= and that (4.8) holds for
every t>0. Otherwise there exists a real number t1>t0 such that
|U(t)|<|U(0)| holds for every t # (0, t1) and |U(t1)|=|U(0)|. Noting that
the last two terms of (4.6) and (4.7) have different signs, we obtain the
inequality
U$(t1)&_(1&3p
2) a
1& p2
&
212(1+ p4)
1& p4
U(0)12& U(0)<0,
which leads to a contradiction. The rest of the proof is similar to the
second part of the proof of Theorem 10(1). K
Analogous to the second part of the proof of Theorem 10(1), we can use
a Liapunov functional of the form
V(t)= 12 [x
2
1(t)+x
2
2(t)]+; |
t
qt
[ y21(s)+ y
2
2(s)] ds,
where
x1(t)= y1(t)+ py2( pt), x2(t)= y2(t)+ py1( pt),
and ; is a positive constant. However, we are unable to improve
Theorem 17(1).
The transformation g(t)=&f (&t) does not change Eq. (1.1). However,
the initial condition becomes g(0)=&f0 . Therefore, we only need to
consider the case f00 in the proof of the rest of Theorem 17.
Proof of Theorem 17 (2). Let z1(t)= g1(t)+ f *, z2(t)= g2(t)& f *. We
obtain from (4.3), (4.4) the following equations
z$1(t)=a[z1(t)+2p2x2( pt)]+2a :

n=1
p4n[z1( p2nt)+ p2z2( p2n+1t)]
&z21(t)+2p
2z22( pt)&2 :

n=1
p4n[z21( p
2nt)& p2z22( p
2n+1t)], (4.9)
z$2(t)=&a[z2(t)+2p2z1( pt)]&2a :

n=1
p4n[z2( p2nt)+ p2z1( p2n+1t)]
&z22(t)+2p
2z21( pt)&2 :

n=1
p4n[z22( p
2nt)& p2z21( p
2n+1t)], (4.10)
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where a=2f *. Since
z1(0)= f0+ f *<0, z2(0)=&z1(0)
and
z$1(0)=z$2(0)=
+&(1& p2) f 20
1+ p2
<0,
there exists t0>0 such that
z1(t)+|z2(t)|<0 (4.11)
for every t # (0, t0).
We claim that (4.11) holds for every t # (0, Tmax). Otherwise, there exists
t1 # [t0 , Tmax) such that (4.11) holds for every t # (0, t1) and
z1(t1)+|z2(t1)|=0. (4.12)
By subtracting (4.9) from (4.10) we can see that
z$1(t)&z$2(t)<0, t # (0, t1]. (4.13)
Adding (4.9) to (4.10) yields
z$1(t)+z$2(t)=a[[z1(t)&z2(t)]&2p2[z1( pt)&z2( pt)]]
+2a :

n=1
p4n[[z1( p2nt)&z2( p2nt)]
& p2[z1( p2n+1t)&z2( p2n+1t)]
&[z21(t)+z
2
2(t)]+2p
2[z21( pt)+z
2
2( pt)]]
&2 :

n=1
p4n[[z21( p
2nt)+z22( p
2nt)]
& p2[z21( p
2n+1t)+z22( p
2n+1t)]]. (4.14)
Let
W(t)=z21(t)+z
2
2(t).
Since W$(0)=0 and W"(0)>0, there exists t2 # (0, t1) such that
W$(t)>0 (4.15)
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for t # (0, t2). We claim that (4.15) holds for every t # (0, t1). Otherwise,
there exists t3 # (t2 , t1) such that (4.15) holds for every t # (0, t3) and
W$(t3)=0. Noting that p2<12, we can see from (4.14) that
z$1(t)+z$2(t)<0, t # (0, t3].
Therefore, W$(t3)>0, which leads to a contradiction. Hence, (4.15) holds
for every t # (0, t1). Using (4.13) and (4.15) we derive from (4.14) the
inequality
z$1(t)+z$2(t)<0, t # (0, t1]. (4.16)
Noting that
z$1(t)<0 (4.17)
holds for t # (0, t1), we have z1(t1)<0. Using (4.13) and (4.16) we obtain
(z21(t)&z
2
2(t))$| t=t1>0,
which contradicts our assumptions that (4.11) holds for every t # (0, t1) and
that (4.12) holds. Therefore, (4.11) holds for every t # (0, Tmax).
It follows from (4.9) that
z$1(t)<a[z1(t)&2p2z1( pt)]+2a :

n=1
p4n[z1( p2nt)& p2z1( p2n+1t)]
&z21(t)+2p
2z21( pt)&2 :

n=1
p4n[z21( p
2nt)& p2z21( p
2n+1t)] (4.18)
holds for every t # (0, Tmax). Similar to the proof of Theorem 10 (2), it can
be shown that (4.17) holds for every t # (0, Tmax). Hence, we obtain from
(4.18) that
z$1(t)<&(1&2p2) z21(t), t # (0, Tmax).
Since
z1(t)<
1
(1&2p2) t+1z1(0)
, t # (0, Tmax),
we must have Tmax< &((1&2p2) z1(0))&1. K
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Proof of Theorem 17 (3, 4). First, we consider the case +<0, f0=0.
Since the solution is unique, we must have g1(t)#g2(t)= g(t), where g(t)
is a solution of the equation
g$(t)+ p2g$( pt)+ g2(t)& p2g2( pt)=+.
According to Theorem 10 (4), Tmax< and limt  Tmax&0 g(t)=&.
Next, we consider the case +0, f0<0. Since
g1(0)= f0<0, g2(0)=&f0>0
and
g$1(0)= g$2(0)=
+&(1& p2) f 20
1+ p2
<0,
there exists t0>0 such that
g1(t)+| g2(t)|<0 (4.19)
for every t # (0, t0).
We claim that (4.19) holds for every t # (0, Tmax). Otherwise, there exists
t1 # [t0 , Tmax) such that (4.19) holds for every t # (0, t1) and
g1(t1)+| g2(t1)|=0. (4.20)
Subtracting (4.3) from (4.4) yields
g$1(t)& g$2(t)=&[ g21(t)& g
2
2(t)]&2 :

n=1
p2n[ g21( p
nt)& g22( p
nt)], (4.21)
which, together with (4.19), implies that
g$1(t)& g$2(t)<0, t # (0, t1]. (4.22)
Adding (4.3) to (4.4) yields
g$1(t)+ g$2(t)=
2+
1+ p2
&[ g21(t)+ g
2
2(t)]+2p
2[ g21( pt)+ g
2
2( pt)]
&2 :

n=1
p4n[g21( p
2nt)+ g22( p
2nt)
& p2[ g21( p
2n+1t)+ g22( p
2n+1t)]]. (4.23)
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Let
W(t)= g21(t)+ g
2
2(t).
Since W$(0)=0 and W"(0)>0, there exists t2 # (0, t1) such that
W$(t)>0 (4.24)
for t # (0, t2). We claim that (4.24) holds for every t # (0, t1). Otherwise,
there exists t3 # (t2 , t1) such that (4.24) holds for every t # (0, t3) and
W$(t3)=0. Noting that p2<12, we can see from (4.23) that
g$1(t)+ g$2(t)<0, t # (0, t3].
Therefore, W$(t3)>0, which leads to a contradiction. Hence, (4.24) holds
for every t # (0, t1) which, together with (4.23), implies that
g$1(t)+ g$2(t)<0, t # (0, t1). (4.25)
Therefore
(g21(t)& g
2
2(t))$| t=t1>0,
which contradicts our assumptions that (4.19) holds for every t # (0, t1) and
(4.20) holds. Therefore, (4.19) holds for every t # (0, Tmax), which implies
that
g$(t)<
+
1+ p2
& g21(t)+2pg
2
1( pt)&2 :

n=1
p4n[ g21( p
2nt)& p2g21( p
2n+1t)]
(4.26)
holds for every t # (0, Tmax) as well. Similar to the proof of Theorem 10
(3,4), we can prove from the above inequality that
g$1(t)<0, t # (0, Tmax).
Hence,
g$1(t)<&(1&2p2) g21(t), t # (0, Tmax).
Since
g1(t)<
1
(1&2p2) t+1g1(0)
t # (0, Tmax),
we must have Tmax< &((1&2p2)g1(0))&1. K
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Theorem 18. If q # (&1, 0), +>0 and f (t) # C1[0, ) is a solution of
(1.1) that satisfies f (t)  \ f * as t  \ then the asymptotic expansions
hold as t  
f (t)=f *+t&2h0(log t)+t&3h1(log t)+ } } } ,
f (n)(t)=
dn
dtn
[t&2h0(log t)]
+
dn
dtn
[t&3h1(log t)]+ } } } , n=1, 2, ...,
& f (&t)=f *+t&2h0*(log t)+t&3h1*(log t)+ } } } ,
(&1)n+1 f (n)(&t)=
dn
dtn
[t&2h0*(log t)]
+
dn
dtn
[t&3h1*(log t)]+ } } } , n=1, 2, ...,
where hn , h*n # C, n=0, 1, ..., are periodic functions of period &2 log |q|
that obey
h0(t)=h0*(t+log |q| )
and the recurrence relations
hm(t)=
1
2 f *(1&q2m) _
d
dt
&(m+1)&
_[(1+q2m) hm&1(t)+2 |q|m h*m&1(t+log |q| )]
&
1
2 f *
:
m&1
k=1
hk&1(t) hm&k&1(t), m=1, 2, ...,
h*m(t)=
1
2 f *(1&q2m) _
d
dt
&(m+1)&
_[(1+q2m) h*m&1(t)+2 |q|m hm&1(t+log |q| )]
&
1
2 f *
:
m&1
k=1
h*k&1(t) h*m&k&1(t), m=1, 2, ... .
Proof. Let p=&q # (0, 1), g1(t)= f (t) and g2(t)=&f (&t) for t0.
Then g1 and g2 satisfies (4.1). Denote un(t)= y (n)1 (t) and vn(t)= y
(n)
2 (t) for
n # Z+, where yi (t)= gi (t)& f *, i=1, 2, satisfy the system
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y$1(t)+ p2y$2( pt)+ay1(t)& p2ay2( pt)+ y21(t)& p
2y22( pt)=0, (4.27)
y$2(t)+ p2y$1( pt)+ay2(t)& p2ay1( pt)+ y22(t)& p
2y21( pt)=0, (4.28)
where a=2 f *. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 13. For
instance, similar to the first three steps of the proof of (13), we can obtain
the estimates
un(t), vn(t)=O(t:n) as t  
for n=0, 1, 2 and for any :0> &12, :1>&32 and :2> &52.
Differentiating both sides of (4.27) and (4.28) yields
u1(t)&
p3[a+2v( pt)]
a+2u(t)
v1( pt)=
u2(t)+ p3v2( pt)
a+2u(t)
,
v1(t)&
p3[a+2u( pt)]
a+2v(t)
u1( pt)=
v1(t)+ p3u2( pt)
a+2v(t)
.
We obtain from the above equations the equation
u1(t)&
p6[a+2v( pt)][a+2u( p2t)]
[a+2u(t)][a+2v( pt)]
u1( p2t)
=
u2(t)+ p3v2( pt)
a+2u(t)
+
p3[a+2u( p2t)][v2( pt)+ p3u2( p2t)]
[a+2v( pt)][a+2v( pt)]
.
Therefore, we can obtain the estimate
u1(t), v1(t)=O(t:1) as t  
for any :1>&52. We omit the rest of the proof. K
5. SOME CONJECTURES
In this section we postulate some conjectures on the initial value
problem (1.5). Our conjectures are supported by numerical experiment.
Some numerical investigation has been carried out in [4, 6]. The method
used for our numerical experiment is the so-called %-method for functional
differential equations with proportional delay [21]. Since the cases +>0
and +<0 can be transformed to the cases +=1 and +=&1, respectively,
it suffices to do the experiment numerically for the cases +=1, 0 and &1
only. In the sequel, f (t) denotes the solution of the initial value problem
(1.5) with the maximal interval of existence (Tmin , Tmax).
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First, we consider the case q # (0, 1). As explained in Section 3, we only
need to solve (1.5) for t0 only. In Figs. 1 and 2, solutions of (1.5) with
+=1, q=0.8 are plotted for various initial values. We choose q close to 1,
because most of our results in Section 3 are proved under assumptions that
usually restrict the size of q. Figure 1 shows that the solution tends to the
stationary solution f *r1.6667 (the dash-dot line) when f0>& f *,
whereas Fig. 2 demonstrates that the solution blows up in finite time if
f0<& f *. These two figures suggest the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1. Suppose that q # (0, 1) and +>0. If f0> f * then Tmax=,
f *< f (t)< f0 for every t>0, and limt   f (t)= f *. If & f *< f0< f *
then Tmax=, f *< f (t)< f0 for every t>0, and limt   f (t)= f *. If
f0< & f * then Tmax< and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&.
Part of Conjecture 1 has been formulated in Degasperis and Shabat [6].
The solutions that are displayed in the previous two figures are all
monotonic. However, the monotonicity will be lost when the initial values
are close to the unstable stationary solution &f *. This can be seen from
Fig. 3 (+=1, q=0.5), where solutions with initial values &1.13 (the solid
line), &1.15 (the dash-dot line) and 1.1547 (the dash line) are displayed.
In Fig. 4 (+=1, q=0.5), we plot t against e2t( f (et)& f *) with the initial
values f0=1.3 and f0=1 (from top to bottom in the picture). This picture
clearly indicates that e2t( f (et)& f *) tends to a non-trivial periodic function
of period &log 2r0.6931. This suggests that h0 (hence hn , n=1, 2, ...) in
the asymptotic expansions (3.18) can be a genuine periodic function. This
contradicts the conjectured asymptotic expansion given in [4].
FIG. 1. q=0.8, +=1.
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FIG. 2. q=0.8, +=1.
In the next two figures, solutions of (1.5) with +=0 and +=&1, respec-
tively, and q=0.8 are plotted for various initial values f0 . Figure 5 shows
clearly that the solution tends to zero (the only stationary solution of (1.1))
when f0>0, but blows up in finite time when f0<0. Figure 6 demonstrates
that the solution always blows up in finite time, regardless of the value of
f0 . These two figures prompt the next two conjectures.
FIG. 3. q=0.5, +=1.
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FIG. 4. q=0.8, +=1.
Conjecture 2. Suppose that q # (0, 1) and +=0. If f0>0 then Tmax=,
0< f (t)< f0 for every t>0 and limt   f (t)=0. If f0<0 then Tmax<
and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&.
Conjecture 3. If q # (0, 1) and +<0 then Tmax< and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)
=&.
We have also made a comprehensive numerical experiment with the case
q # (&1, 0). Our numerical result suggests the following conjectures:
FIG. 5. q=0.8, +=0.
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FIG. 6. q=0.8, +=&1.
Conjecture 4. Suppose that q # (&1, 0) and +>0. If | f0 |< f * then
Tmax=, Tmin>&, | f (t)|< f * for every t # R, and limt  \ f (t)
=\f *. If f0< & f * then Tmax< and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&. If f0> f *
then Tmin>& and limt  Tmin+0 f (t)=.
Conjecture 5. Suppose that q # (&1, 0) and +=0. If f0<0 then
Tmax< and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&. If f0>0 then Tmin>& and
limt  Tmin+0 f (t)=.
Conjecture 6. Suppose that q # (&1, 0) and +<0. If f00 then
Tmax< and limt  Tmax&0 f (t)=&. If f00 then Tmin>& and
limt  Tmin+0 f (t)=.
Since the case q # (&, 1) _ (1, ) can be transformed to the case
q # (&1, 0) _ (0, 1), the above conjectures together with Theorem 2 imply
that when q{1, &1.
1. the solution of (1.5) is regular if
(1&q2) +>0, | f0 |< f *;
and
2. the solution of (1.5) is not global if
(1&q2) +>0, | f0 |> f *
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or
+=0, f0 {0
or
(1&q2) +<0.
We have proved (Theorems 1 and 2) that the above are true when |q|
is sufficiently small (or sufficiently large).
Finally, we remark that the technique developed in this paper can be
used to a certain extent to study the system of equations
f $n(t)+ f $n+1(t)+ f 2n(t)& f
2
n+1(t)=+n , n=1, 2, ..., N&1
f $N(t)+q2f $1(qt)+ f 2N(t)&q
2f 21(qt)=+N ,
where q and + are parameters. Solutions of the above system give a class
of self-similar solutions, or q-periodic closure, of the form (see Spiridonov
[28, 30])
fn+1(t)=qfn(qt), +n+N=q2+n , n=1, 2, ...,
to the dressing chain (1.2). Spiridonov [30] also noted that solutions of the
system
f $n(t)+ f $n+1(t)+ f 2n(t)& f
2
n+1(t)=+n , n=1, 2, ..., N&1,
(5.1)
f $N(t)+ f $1(t+1)+ f 2N(t)& f
2
1(t+1)=+N
provide the dressing chain with another class of self-similar solutions of the
form
fn+N(t)= fn(t+1), +n+N=+n , n=1, 2, ... .
However, the technique used in this paper does not apply to (5.1).
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